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Post Transaction (Expected Structure)
Capital Structure Sep-22 Dec-22 Book Val. Market Market Market Val. Notes Valuation:
£ mm Amount Funded Multiples Coupon (a) Maturity Value Value Multiples YTW Comment Sum of the Parts 5,066              

Cash (552)           100% (552)           plus Cash 552            
Reinstated RCF 462            -             € + 5% Jun-26 100% -             EV 5,618         
Other ST borrowings 43              100% 43              Debt  1,680              
PGE Facility 208            220            Jun-26 100% 220            Debt Recovery 334%
ACC ACE 282            282            100% 282            
New ABL Facility 210            -             Nov-27 100% -             New, arranged in Nov 22, Inventory & Receivables 
Reinstated Bonds 1,178         1,135         8.50% Jun-26 101.5% 1,152         7.9% Callable Jun '23 at par
Net Debt 2,340         1,128         1.6 x 1,145         1.6 x
Equity 229            3,205         14.00€       3,205         
Enterprise Value 4,333         6.1 x 4,333         6.1 x
2022 EBITDA 715            
Shareholders: Apollo 26.88%,  Other creditors 36%, Nippon Steel 3.4%, BpiFrance 2.3%, previous shareholders 22%
Relevant Credit Statistics
Sum of the Parts 

LTM EBITDA Market Valuation Sarria Valuation
Tubes 436            10.0 x 4,355         9.0 x 3,920         
Iron Ore 118            6.0 x 711            5.0 x 592            

7.1 x 5,066         6.3 x 4,512         
Net Debt 1,128         1,128         
Equity Value 3,938         3,384         
per share 17.20€       14.78€       
Upsizde/Downside 23% 6%

FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 FY23e FY24e
Revenue 3,921         4,173         3,242         3,442         4,882         5,518         5,921         
Tonnage 2,364         2,291         1,599         1,640         1,804         1,857         1,905         

Adjusted EBITDA 150 347 257 492 714 982 1,106
Operating CashFlow (341) 292 230 (50) (62) 490 628
CAPEX (150) (150) (210) 1,401 (97) (200) (200)
Interest (175) (174) (203) (95) (10) (142) (146)
Net Change in Net Debt (666) (32) (183) 1,256 (169) 148 282
Net Debt 2,144 2,055 2,348 1,013 1,199 1,051 769
Net Leverage 14.3 x 5.9 x 9.1 x 2.1 x 1.7 x 1.1 x 0.7 x

Quick Valuation:
- Vallourec has two distinct businesses - the core Tubes business and their iron ore mine. 
- The core Tubes business can be valued at similar levels to traded peer, Tenaris, that trades 

at 10-11x LTM EBITDA.  However, we note Tenaris has rebounded earlier due to higher 
exposure in North America. 

- Historically, Vallourec has always traded at a discount to Tenaris, given its poorer cashflow 
generation, and lower exposure to shale gas in the US. 

- The iron ore mine is valued at 3-4x, in line with Vale's valuation.  We are reducing the 
multiple by 1x given the exceptionally high iron ore prices and profitability currently been 

Investment RaJonale
- We maintain our 5% long positon in the bond we took in early October at 94%.  There is limited no upside from current trading levels, but for investors looking for safe havens, this 

yield to call paper has significant strengths.  We take added comfort from the high cash coupon, reducing refinancing risk from a cashflow perspeclve. 
- Although Vallourec's Q1 results had significant asterisk anached, Vallourec's 2nd quarter highlighted the performance of their "tubes" business.  Vallourec are not expeclng full 

produclon at their mine to resume unll H2 2023, they are expeclng to end the year at less than 1.5x leveraged on actual FY22 EBITDA.  With their 8.5% bond callable in June 2023 
at par, there remains the possibility that the bond will be refinanced at the first opportunity.  

- Management has indicated they are comfortable with the market consensus of €600m EBITDA (versus our €675m) and all indicalons show the Company should actual beat this 
target.  This will allow the Company to easily refinance the bonds in H1 2023.  The equity market values the business at near 5.5x, and although we remain caulous on these 
valualons, the bond has significant cover at only 2.0x leveraged. 

- The improvement in performance is driven by the "tubes" business, and the improved Gross Profit per ton metric we have shown in the graph above.  
- Due to the increase in Iron ore and energy costs, the cost base for Vallourec has risen substanlally.  However, it appears that Vallourec are able to pass on these increases, and 

more, to its customers, given the overall bouyancy of the oil and gas sector.  

OpportuniJes
- Sale of mine: Although throughout the distressed trading of Vallourec, management resisted selling the mine, now that the increased produclon size is nearly complete, it can't be 

ruled out.  The realisalon of this non-core asset would further bolster the balance sheet and has the potenlal to trigger a special dividend.  
Potenlal take-out: If Vallourec sold its mine, it would leave the rump of the business vulnerable to consolidalon, which given the shareholder structure (majority converted debt 
holders) would be supporlve of quick exit. 

- Unrest in Ukraine: Oil prices generally move upwards during lmes of geopolilc uncertainty.  Coupled with any Russian invasion in Ukraine, European gas prices are likely to rise 
further.  This is likely to boost oil demand and oil prices.  

- Exploralon Recovery: Any recovery in exploralon levels, especially in the Brazilian market, would benefit Vallourec.  Vallourec is generally viewed as the preferred supplier to 
Petrobras, and Petrobras have indicated an increase in exploralon expenditure over the coming years.

- Significant cost reduclon achieved: Vallourec have been in restructuring mode since 2014, and although this leaves the business with very linle further cost reduclon, Vallourec 
should benefit from a recovery in margins given the significant costs extracted from the business over the last couple of years. 

Risks
- Mine Issues: In early January, following heavy rainfall, some material from a waste pile associated with Valourec's Pau Branco mine slid into a rainwater dam, causing it to overflow, 

and resullng in damage to a local highway.  Thankfully, no structural damage was done to the dam, and there was no causalles.  However, operalons were temporarily suspended.  
Vallourec expect operalons to restart in the coming weeks without using the waste pile, with full capacity reached during Q2, subject to receiving the necessary consents.  

- Share overhang: Former creditors account for over 70% of the shares outstanding and although the largest shareholders have indicated their willingness to view the investment as 
medium/long term, there could be some selling pressure from distressed investors who view the restructuring trade as over.  

- Oil Price: Ullmately, the demand cycle for future oil exploralon is driven by level and stability of oil prices.  Covid 19 has pushed back investment decisions of large capital 
expenditures although some posilve noises are emerging from both North and South American parlcipants.  

- ESG Concerns: Parlally linked to oil prices, Vallourec is exposed to the renewed focus on ESG, especially the move away from tradilonal fossil fuels towards newer cleaner 
technology.  With more and more pressure put on the large IOC (Independent Oil Companies), Vallourec customer base could become smaller and/or less well capitalised.  
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Shareholder Structure

Recent Trading

Description 

Favourable E&P Funfamentals

- Following the debt for equity swap, the shareholder structure is dominated by former creditors. 
- Apollo (23.2%) and SVP (12.3% are the largest shareholders with former creditors accounlng for a further 36.3%.  SVP announced on the 26th May that they were placing c.6.5% of 

their holdings via GS and Barclays and have subsequently reduced their holdings below 5%.  
- The two previous key shareholders, Nippon Steel and BpiFrance have been diluted to 3.4% and 2.3% respeclvely.  Previous exislng shareholders account for 22% of the register. 
- All of the above numbers are prior to the exercise of Warrants, given to the Commercial banks, with an exercise price of €10.11
- Of the 8 board members, Apollo are able to appoint 2 members, with SVP able to appoint one.  Addilonally, Apollo and SVP are able to appoint one individual each as non-volng 

- Vallourec reports a strong set of numbers in Q2, secured mainly from the posilve trajectory in the “tubes” business. Volume has increased by 13% versus Q2 2021, but more 
importantly, price has increased by 20%. The numbers are in line with our numbers, with EBITDA coming in at €160m versus €148m in Q2 2021. The mine contributed €34m in Q2 
(Q1 was negligible as the mine was closed). If the mine was operalng at full capacity, Q2 EBITDA for the mine would have been in the €120-130m range.

- The free cashflow remains negalve, but the driving force of the ourlow is the large Working capital ourlow due to higher volume expectalons in the coming quarters which is 
impacted by the increased raw material prices. The expectalon is for cashflow to be posilve as Working Capital stabilises at current levels.

Guidance
- Vallourec did not provide any guidance at their Q1 numbers due to the uncertainty in the market, but management currently feel comfortable giving a guidance for remainder of 

FY22. FY22 EBITDA guidance of €650 to €750 million assumes conservalve iron ore mine produclon.
- H1 EBITDA is €205m, with “tubes” generalng c.€170m. EBITDA in H2 is guided to €480-580m and as the Company have guided to low single digit contribulon from the mine at the 

EBITDA level, the majority of the EBITDA is from the “tubes” business. This is underpinned by the strong operalng environment including strong pricing dynamics.

- Leading global producer of premium tubular solutions primarily servicing the energy market.  Company is headquartered in France, but has production facilities globally, with 
operations in Brazil, North America, China and in Europe. 

- Main segment is the Oil, Gas and Petrochemicals, historically accounting for 72% of the revenue.  This segment is premium tubes (steel pipes), connections and services for 
exploration and operation of oil and gas fields, including the most complex.  Vallourec has a leading position in extreme conditions of deep wells and corrosive environments with 
high pressure/high temperature environments.  Also in this segment is OCTG tubes for geothermal renewables.  

- However, over recent years, the Industry segment, and specifically the mine segment which is not reported separately, but included in "Construction & Other" has increased its 
share of overall revenue from 20% historically to currently 38% YTD.   Apart from the mine, the Industry segment includes the supply of lightweight and resistant tubes for a wide 
range of applications including mechanical (cranes, agricultural machinery), automotive and Construction of bridges and stadiums.  

- Last segment is the declining Power generation segment – which has mainly focused on tubes for conventional and nuclear power plants.  Market for conventional power plants 
under severe environmental pressure. Vallourec has previously tried to sell this business and it is earmarked for closure.  

- In China, Vallourec’s acquisition of Tianda Oil Pipe (‘‘TOP’’) in 2016 (a company in which it previously held a 19.7% interest) has given the Group full access to a highly efficient, 
state-of-the-art mill with finishing capabilities. Vallourec’s facilities in Brazil and China are expected to have production costs that are approximately 30-40% lower than European 
production costs for comparable products.
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Mining Segment

Mining Segment FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22e FY23e FY24e
Tonnage Produced (mt) 4.23           4.23           4.00           4.39           4.69           6.27           7.90           8.10           8.50           7.00           8.50           
Volume Sold (mt) 1.23           1.23           1.00           1.39           1.69           3.27           4.90           5.10           8.50           5.08           5.50           
Price $/t -             -             -             -             73              93              109            159            115            110            110            
Revenue (€m) 298            161            143            210            109            272            462            686            263            387            605            
Revenue (% of Group Revenue) 80% 80% 80% 80% 54% 60% 98% 101% 49% 55% 65%
Gross Profit 45% 134            72              64              95              49              122            208            309            118            174            272            
GP (% of Group GP) 9% 16% 27% 21% 8% 17% 34% 37% 11% 13% 18%

Core Group (ex Mining)

Group (ex mining Segment) FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22e FY23e FY24e

Sales Volumes (k ton) 2,323         1,411         1,281         2,256         2,364         2,291         1,599         1,640         1,804         1,857         1,905         
Revenue Per ton 2,326         2,581         2,203         1,569         1,612         1,703         1,739         1,680         2,473         2,763         2,791         
Revenue (Eur M) 5,403         3,642         2,822         3,540         3,812         3,901         2,780         2,756         4,462         5,131         5,316         
Gross Profit 1,289         363            159            337            519            589            353            459            788            1,189         1,208         
EBITDA 691            (165)           (299)           (114)           90              198            3                114            436            808            834            

- Background: Following significant CAPEX investment, Vallourec has increased production capacity of its Iron Ore mine in Brazil from 4.0-4.5mt in FY15-18 to 8mt in FY21 and 
increasing to 8.5mt in FY22.   We estimate that c.3mt are used internally so the percentage increase in spare capacity is more dramatic, from 1.0-1.5mt to 5.5mt, 440% increase.  
Add in the 70-100% increase in iron ore prices, what was a minor component of the overall Vallourec Group is now the dominating segment.  

- EBITDA: The impact on EBITDA is likely to be higher, with margins at the iron ore mine significantly higher than those enjoyed by the rest of the Vallourec Group.  Assuming a 50% 
Gross Profit margin at the iron ore segment, the mining operations of Group Gross Profit increases from 10% to 45%.  This would equate with the increased guidance for FY21 
EBITDA from the Company which is predominately from the mine.

- With limited SG&A directly associated with the mining operations, the EBITDA associated with mining could be as high as 50% of the overall Group EBITDA. 
- Through the restructuring, many analysts called on the Company to divest the mine and/or disclose better segmental information of their mining operations, but our simple analysis 

highlights the underlying problem of poor EBITDA and cash generation at the remainder of the Group.
- Analysis below: The Company report annually the Gross Tonnage Produced and guidance for FY21 and FY22 (highlighted), with our estimate of how much is used internally and 

therefore available for sale in the open market.  Additionally, sporadically, the Company disclose the price $/t achieved for these sales.
- 50% margin: Our 50% margin assumption may actually be low in light of the increase in guidance from October 2020 to February and April 2021 guidance.  IF we take the change 

from February guidance to April guidance, an uplift in EBITDA of €225m.

- Given the above analysis, difficult to call the non-iron ore business of producing tubes the core business.  Deduclng the eslmated mining revenue and Gross Profit/EBITDA from 
the figures, highlights the issue Vallourec is facing.  The tubes business, mainly in the Oil & Gas segment, should benefit from an increase in exploralon aclvity as guided by the 
Company and its peers in recent quarterly reports. 

- However, this is the same guidance that the industry was expeclng in Q4 2020, when the Company produced its inilal 5yr plan.   The problem with the Q4 2020 5yr plan, was the 
minute cashflow generalon projected in that period. 

- From FY21 to FY25 the business is projected to generate €40m cash.   In fact, the Company's own projeclons, FCF will remain negalve for FY21 and FY22. We acknowledge that the 
significant increase in iron ore prices are not included in the Q4 2020 projeclons, it should be noted the expansion of the mine was planned and therefore was included in the 
Company's projeclons.  

- We eslmate Vallourec (ex Iron Ore) EBITDA to have been c.€100m in FY18/19 and unlikely to increase much beyond this in FY21/FY22, although we project it to further increase to 
€200m in FY23/24.

Iron Ore Prices:
- Vallourec has benefined from expanding its iron ore mine to 

coinside with a significant rally in commodity prices.  Iron ore 
prices has declined from FY21 highs but are expected to 
remain in the $130/t range. 

- Vallourec's Brazilian mine was closed for majority of Q1, due 
to slippage in their waste pile.  Operalons recommenced in 
early May are expected to be at 100% capacity by the end Q2. 

- Capacity has grown from 4mt p.a. to 8.5mt p.a.  Vallourec uses 
3mt internally, so benefits from selling the balance at current 
high prices.

- Previous management released limited informalon on the 
mine, but early indicalons point to increased disclosure going 
forward.  We await the Q2 numbers to clarify some of our 
assumplons on the "iron ore" segment.  
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Key Financial Indicators
FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24

Sales - core Group 5,403         3,642         2,822         3,540         3,812         3,901         2,780         2,756         4,462         5,131         5,316         
Sales - mining segment 298            161            143            210            109            272            462            686            263            387            605            
Sales 5,701         3,803         2,965         3,750         3,921         4,173         3,242         3,442         4,882         5,518         5,921         

EBITDA - core Group 691            (165)           (299)           (114)           90              198            3                114            436            808            834            
EBITDA - mining segment 134            72              64              95              49              122            208            309            118            174            272            
EBITDA 855            (77)             (220)           2                150            347            257            492            714            982            1,106         

margin - core Group 13% -5% -11% -3% 2% 5% 0% 4% 10% 16% 16%
margin - mining segment 45% 45% 45% 45% 45% 45% 45% 45% 45% 45% 45%
EBITDA margin 15% -2% -7% 0% 4% 8% 8% 14% 15% 18% 19%
Net Interest Expense (89)             (75)             (95)             (129)           (175)           (174)           (203)           (95)             (10)             (142)           (146)           
CAPEX (388)           (268)           (175)           (152)           (129)           (159)           (138)           (138)           (191)           (200)           (200)           
FCF (before disposals) (581)           212            (175)           (425)           (645)           (41)             (111)           (283)           (263)           148            282            
Net Leverage 1.8 x -19.7 x n/a n/a 14.3 x 5.9 x 9.1 x 2.1 x 1.7 x 1.1 x 0.7 x
Inplied Net Leverage 1,547         1,519         1,287         1,542         2,144         2,055         2,348         1,013         1,199         1,051         769            

Original Guidance (October 2020, from the Company)
FY20 FY21 FY22 FY25

Revenue 3,242         3,103         3,591         4,473         
EBITDA 258            212            422            690            
EBITDA margin 8.0% 6.8% 11.8% 15.4%
Net Interest expense (196)           (151)           (105)           (109)           
CAPEX (138)           (160)           (180)           (190)           
FCF (111)           (273)           (139)           185            
Net Leverage 8.6 x 4.1 x 2.5 x 1.2 x
Implied Net Leverage 2,219         869            1,055         828            
FCF in FY23 & FY24 (42)             

Change in Guidance 
Projections Sarria's Company's Company's Company's Company's

Oct-20 Feb-21 Apr-21 Jul-21
FY19 FY20 FY21e FY21e FY21e FY21e FY21e

Sales 4,173         3,242         3,442         3,103         
EBITDA 347            257            492            212            250-300m 350-400m 475-525
EBITDA margin 8.3% 7.9% 14.3% 6.8%
Net Interest Expense (174)           (196)           (95)             (151)           
CAPEX (159)           (138)           (138)           (160)           
FCF (before disposals) (41)             (111)           (283)           (273)           (380-300m) (340-260m) (240-160m)

Legal

Cashflow
- Ullmately, we remain negalve on Vallourec due to their cash generalon (or lack of).  
- And it isn't just our assumplons that is driving the poor FCF.  The Company's own projeclons 

from October 2020 shows limited FCF unll FY25.  
- Our model shows posilve FCF in FY23 & FY24 due to the impact of the mining segment.  
- The projeclons in October 2020 included the increased iron ore produclon levels, and by 

deduclon, implies very poor FCF from the core "tubes" business. 

- Vallourec increased its guidance 3x during H1FY21. 
- In July, the Company acknowledged the largest driver of the 

upgrade was due to higher contribulons from iron ore mine. 
- This corresponds with the 30% increase  in iron ore prices 

from April to July.  
- Previous upgrades was a combinalon of iron ore pricing and 

bener visibility in the Oil & Gas segment. 
- Note, the FCF projeclons has been guided downwards, 

parlally on Working capital, plus an addilonal €65m ourlow 
from the exercise of an oplon for the debt of a lease 
contract in Brazil. 
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Disclaimer

We, Sarria Limited (“Sarria”) have obtained the informalon provided in this report in good faith from publicly available data, which we consider to be reliable. This informalon is not intended to 
provide tax, legal or investment advice. You should seek independent tax, legal and/or investment advice before aclng on informalon obtained from this report. We shall not be liable for any 
mistakes, errors, inaccuracies or omissions in, or incompleteness of any informalon, views or recommendalons contained in this report, and not for any delays in updalng such informalon, views or 
recommendalons, and not for any losses or damages as a result of anyone aclng on or relying on this report or any part of it. All such liability is excluded to the fullest extent permined by law.
Sarria is not aclng as your agent, fiduciary or investment adviser and is not managing your account. The provision of informalon in this communicalon is not based on your individual circumstances 
and should not be relied upon as an assessment of suitability for you of a parlcular product or transaclon. It does not consltute investment advice and Sarria makes no recommendalon as to the 
suitability of any of the products or transaclons menloned. Even if Sarria possesses informalon as to your objeclves in relalon to any transaclon, series of transaclons or trading strategy, this will 
not be deemed sufficient for any assessment of suitability for you of any transaclon, series of transaclons or trading strategy. Save in those jurisdiclons where it is not permissible to make such a 
statement, we hereby inform you that this communicalon should not be considered as a solicitalon or offer to sell or purchase any securiles, deal in any product or enter into any transaclon. You 
should make any trading or investment decisions in reliance on your own analysis and judgment and/or that of your independent advisors and not in reliance on Sarria and any decision whether or 
not to adopt any strategy or engage in any transaclon will not be Sarria’s responsibility. Sarria does not provide investment, accounlng, tax, financial or legal advice; such maners as well as the 
suitability of a potenlal transaclon or product or investment should be discussed with your independent advisors. Prior to dealing in any product or entering into any transaclon, you and the senior 
management in your organisalon should determine, without reliance on Sarria, (i) the economic risks or merits, as well as the legal, tax and accounlng characterislcs and consequences of dealing 
with any product or entering into the transaclon (ii) that you are able to assume these risks, (iii) that such product or transaclon is appropriate for a person with your experience, investment goals, 
financial resources or any other relevant circumstance or consideralon. Where you are aclng as an adviser or agent, you should evaluate this communicalon in light of the circumstances applicable 
to your principal and the scope of your authority. 
Any view expressed in this communicalon may represent the current views and interpretalons of the markets, products or events of our analysts only. On the occasions where informalon provided 
includes extracts or summary material derived from research reports published by third parles, you are advised to obtain and review the original piece of research to see the research analyst’s full 
analysis. Third party content providers do not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, lmeliness or availability of any informalon, including ralngs, and are not responsible for any errors or omissions 
(negligent or otherwise), regardless of the cause, or for the results obtained from the use of such content. Third party content providers give no express or implied warranles, including, but not 
limited to, any warranles of merchantability, or fitness for parlcular purpose or use. Third party content providers shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary compensatory, 
putalve, special or consequenlal damages, costs, expenses, legal fees or losses (including lost income or profits and opportunity costs or losses caused by negligence) in conneclon with any use of 
their content, including ralngs, outlined trades and suggeslons.
Any prices used herein, unless otherwise specified, are indicalve. Although all informalon has been obtained from, and is based upon sources believed to be reliable, it may be incomplete or 
condensed and its accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Sarria makes no representalon or warranty, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of the informalon, the reasonableness of any assumplons 
used in calculalng any illustralve performance informalon or the accuracy (mathemalcal or otherwise) or validity of such informalon and exclude all representalons, condilons, and warranles, 
express or implied arising by operalon of law or otherwise, to the fullest extent permined by law. Any opinions anributed to Sarria consltute Sarria’s judgment as of the date of publicalon and are 
subject to change without nolce. Provision of informalon may cease at any lme without reason or nolce being given. 
Any scenario analysis or informalon generated from a model is for illustralve purposes only. Where the communicalon contains “forward-looking” informalon, such informalon may include, but is 
not limited to, projeclons, forecasts or eslmates of cashflows, yields or return, scenario analyses and proposed or expected porrolio composilon. Any forward-looking informalon is based upon 
certain assumplons about future events or condilons and is intended only to illustrate hypothelcal results under those assumplons (not all of which are specified herein or can be ascertained at 
this lme). It does not represent actual terminalon or unwind prices that may be available to you or the actual performance of any products and neither does it present all possible outcomes or 
describe all factors that may affect the value of any applicable investment, product or investment. Actual events or condilons are unlikely to be consistent with, and may differ significantly from, 
those assumed. Illustralve performance results may be based on mathemalcal models that calculate those results by using inputs that are based on assumplons about a variety of past and future 
condilons and events and not all relevant events or condilons may have been considered in developing such assumplons. Accordingly, actual results may vary and the varialons may be substanlal. 
The products or transaclons idenlfied in any of the illustralve calculalons presented herein may therefore not perform as described and actual performance may differ, and may differ substanlally, 
from those illustrated in this communicalon. When evalualng any forward looking informalon you should understand the assumplons used and, together with your independent advisors, consider 
whether they are appropriate for your purposes. You should also note that the models used in any analysis may be proprietary, making the results difficult or impossible for any third party to 
reproduce. This communicalon is not intended to predict any future events. Past performance is not indicalve of future performance. 
Sarria shall have no liability to the user or to third parles, for the quality, accuracy, lmeliness, conlnued availability or completeness of any data or calculalons contained and/or referred to in this 
communicalon nor for any special, direct, indirect, incidental or consequenlal loss or damage which may be sustained because of the use of or reliance on the informalon contained and/or referred 
to in this communicalon or otherwise arising in conneclon with the informalon contained and/or referred to in this communicalon, provided that this exclusion of liability shall not exclude or limit 
any liability under any law or regulalon applicable to Sarria that may not be excluded or restricted. 
Any decision to purchase any product or enter into any transaclon referred to in this communicalon should be based upon the informalon contained in any associated offering document if one is 
available (including any risk factors or investment consideralons menloned therein) and/or the terms of any agreement. Any securiles which are the subject of this communicalon have not been 
and will not be registered under the United States Securiles Act of 1933 as amended (the Securiles Act) or any United States securiles law, and may not be offered or sold within the United States 
or to, or for the account or benefit of, any US person, except pursuant to an exemplon from, or in a product or transaclon, not subject to, the registralon requirements of the Securiles Act. This 
communicalon is not intended for distribulon to, or to be used by, any person or enlty in any jurisdiclon or country which distribulon or use would be contrary to law or regulalon. 
This document is for the sole use of its intended recipient. The informalon contained in this document must be kept strictly confidenlal and may not be reproduced, copied or redistributed, in whole 
or in part, without the express prior wrinen consent of Sarria Limited. This communicalon contains data compilalons, wrilngs and informalon that are confidenlal and proprietary to Sarria and 
protected under copyright and other intellectual property laws, and may not be reproduced, distributed or otherwise transmined by you to any other person for any purpose unless Sarria’s prior 
wrinen consent have been obtained. For addilonal informalon call Sarria Limited at (0203) 457 0393. 
IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: Sarria Limited and its affiliates do not provide tax or legal advice. Any discussion of tax maners in these materials (i) is not intended or wrinen to be used, and cannot be 
used or relied upon, by you for the purpose of avoiding any tax penalles and (ii) may have been wrinen in conneclon with the “promolon or markelng” of a transaclon (if relevant) contemplated 
in these materials. Accordingly, you should seek advice based your parlcular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. 
Credit ralngs, statements of conviclons, outlined trades, views and judgements are statements of opinions and are not statements of fact or recommendalons to purchase, hold or sell securiles. 
They do not address the suitability of securiles or the suitability of securiles for investment purposes, and should not be relied on as investment advice. 
Views and opinions may be formulated or presented as facts, or may be indislnguishable from factual informalon. This report does not aim to be a work of scienlfic research and Sarria accept no 
liability for any misinterpretalon or confusion of any statements made. 
The informalon contained in this document is provided to you at your request for informalonal and discussion purposes only and is not, and may not be relied on in any manner as, legal, tax or 
investment advice, or as an offer or a solicitalon to any person in any jurisdiclon to purchase or sell an interest or a share in the issuer discussed.
Investment in the issuer will involve significant risks, including loss of the enlre investment. Before deciding to invest, prospeclve investors should pay parlcular anenlon to the risk factors 
contained in the issuer and the general space.  Investors should have the financial ability and willingness to independently assess and accept the risk characterislcs of the issuer.  
In considering any performance data contained herein, you should bear in mind that past or targeted performance is not indicalve of future results, and there can be no assurance that issuer will 
achieve comparable results or that target returns will be met. Nothing contained herein should be deemed to be a prediclon or projeclon of future performance of the issuer or any investment. 
Recipients of this document should make their own inveslgalons, verificalons and valualons of the informalon contained in this document.
Except where otherwise indicated in this document, the informalon provided herein is based on maners as they exist as of the date of preparalon and not as of any future date, and will not be 
updated or otherwise revised to reflect informalon that subsequently becomes available, or circumstances exislng or changes occurring azer the date hereof. Any opinions contained in this 
document may be changed azer the date hereof at any lme and without nolce.
 
The content of this promolon has not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. Sarria Limited is in consultalon regarding 
authorisalon and regulalon by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) in the United Kingdom (UK”). 
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